Awaiting Shinran's 750 Anniversary

**Bookmarks for Dharma Hearing**

*(6 pieces)*

*Let's go and hear Dharma!*

from

*(Donor's name):*

---

1

**Tree that bears a Buddha (Japanese)**

---invented by Rev. Joon Akatsu

---

2

**When one has no idea of genuine things, one tends to regard spurious things as genuine.**

---Rev. Rijin Yasuda
You cannot redo your life, but you can rethink of it.
---Rev. Daiei Kaneko

All sufferings in life are Tathagata's encouragement.
---Rev. Ryojin Soga

What were you born as a human being for?
---Interpreted from Shoshige

Listen in time; Hear now. What you've heard will come true some day.
---from Dharma Bulletin
1 back

The front design was imitated from this original one—the tree that bears money, invented by Lord Tokugawa.

2 back

Dying is not miserable; Ending one's life in vain is unbearable.

---Shosaku Asada

3 back

Dharma hearing is not the preparation for death, but the food for life.

---from Dharma Bulletin
To hear the Dharma is to hear what one's own self is.

--from Dharma Bulletin

Change the direction; directing your back to the light only causes darkness in front of you.

--from Dharma Bulletin

To hear Dharma with your head may be difficult, but to do so with your mind will bring you to full understanding.

--from Dharma Bulletin